Dealer Workbench

Making Strings & Cables

By Larry Wise

How do you service the needs of a customer that comes
into your shop two days before hunting season and needs
a new bowstring or cable? In general, how do you fill your
bowstring and cable needs at any time during your sales
year? This is important because bowstrings and cables are
an essential part of the bow system and servicing them is
critical to your business success.
Many dealers make their own strings. It takes time to
do and most dealers don’t have an employee that can make
consistently good strings that are the correct length, have
proper nock fit, don’t stretch and have no peep rotation. I’ve
made my own for 30 years or more and can do a good job
of it, so I’ll outline the basic steps that I use in the following
paragraphs.
Since most dealers buy their strings and cables from
string-making vendors, I’ll also give you information on
what to expect in a well made bowstring.

The Purpose Of The Bowstring
The bowstring has two jobs. First, it must transfer energy
from your arms and back muscles into the bow limbs when
the bow is drawn and the limbs bent. Second, after the
release, the bowstring must transfer that same stored energy
from the limbs to the arrow, thus giving the arrow speed
and direction. It must do this second job in less than two

Many good products are available for string and cable making.
Shown here are the most popular and the recommended materials from BCY Fibers of Middletown, Connecticut. Be sure to check
BCY’s website and read the FAQ section if you need more answers
about string material.

hundredths of a second, return to its original state and be
ready to do it again.
The string’s job is much like that of the baseball bat,
hockey stick or golf club. It acts as a facilitator to transfer
energy. And it must do it repeatedly with a very high degree
of consistency for a long period of time. If it doesn’t, it’s no
good to anyone.
For the string to last a long time, it must have superior
materials and the proper protective coverings, called servings, in the appropriate places to avoid excessive wear and
broken strands. Your string must have the correct number
of strands to match your bow’s draw weight. It must also be
the correct length and have a center serving of the correct
diameter so that nocks snap on and off easily while peep
rotation is eliminated. Paying close attention to all of these
details will help you build or buy a reliable, consistent bowstring that keeps customers happy and coming through your
shop door.

BEFORE YOU START TO BUILD
Choosing Your Bowstring Material
Today, there are many good materials available for
making your own strings. BCY Fibers makes a high-performance polyethylene (HMPE Dyneema) fiber called BCY
8125. Brownell makes its version of HMPE in the XS2 and
Astroflight materials.
Another common material is a blend of Vectran and
Dyneema that BCY calls 452X, which is about half the diameter of the older version, 450+. The newest blend of BCY-X is
blended with 83 percent Dyneema and 17 percent Vectran to
provide good speed, high abrasive resistance and no “creep”
or stretch. The similar Brownell product is XCEL, which is
1/3 Vectran and 2/3 HMPE.
All of these materials work well and each has its strong
point (pun intended). The HMPE Dyneema has a high resistance to abrasion but, under extremely high loads, does
“creep” or grow in length a small amount. The blended BCY
452X has virtually no creep but does fray a bit after moderate
use; performance is not affected.
Choose the string material according to the purpose
your customer has in mind. If the string is going to be placed
on a hard cam, then use the blended material. If the archer
has a soft-cam bow and plans to shoot all year long, try the
pure Dyneema 8125 material to avoid the fraying.
Either string material can be twisted to increase strength
or to decrease the length of the string. Shortening the string
to adjust draw length on the compound bow is a common
adjustment, so follow the recommended upper limit of 3/4
twist per inch of bowstring. On a 60 inch bowstring, that
would be 45 twists. On single cam bows, the string may be
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Use a good serving tool and keep a notebook record of the strings
you make. You’ll need good notes for future reference.

a string for Easton Super nocks, G-nocks, Bohning Signature
nocks or any other nock with a throat size of .098 inch. I find
that I get best results using a center serving of a .018-.025
inch diameter, although my personal favorite is .021 inch.
Regardless of the number of strands you choose, select
the nock size that fits the string properly. Proper fit will allow
you to pull the arrow off of the string using two fingers and
only a slight tug on the arrow. If the nock fits too tightly, poor
flight and bad groups are the result.
I recently spoke with Bob Destin of BCY to learn the
latest sales trends at his company. He said, “Most string
material sales are still 452X, with 8125 and BCY-X comprising most of the remaining sales. End serving sales are mostly
3-D serving material, with the rest being 62XS, 2-D and Halo.
The #24 Poly at an .080 inch diameter composes about 85
percent of D-loop material sales and the rest are D-Braid.
Polygrip and Nock/Peep Thread are the most popular for
tying in nock points and peeps.”

100 inches long and should have an upper limit of 75 twists.
More twists help to eliminate peep rotation during the
draw stroke.

Measuring String Length

The length of the bowstring should be stated in the
manufacturer specification literature that came with the
Selecting The Number Of Strands
bow. If you don’t have that literature, then remove the string
The number of strands you need in a bowstring depends from the bow and measure it from tip to tip. This length is the
on the peak weight and nock fit. All of the string materials stretched length of your string and not necessarily the length
mentioned are strong enough when you use the number of the string when it was manufactured. It may have been
of strands recommended, so your next concern is nock fit. 1/8 to 1/4 inch shorter when it was made, since some strings
Choose the number of strands and the size of the center stretch a little when first put on the bow, or it may be shorter
serving material so the string diameter fits your customer’s because it was twisted.
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The String And Cable Building Process
To build a string or cables, I follow these steps.
LAYOUT - The strands that form the string are looped
around four jig-posts and the two loose ends are tied fast.
LOOP SERVING - The end loops of the string are formed
by serving a 2 inch section on each end of the string.
END SERVING - The loops are closed by stretching the
string between only two posts. Start 1 inch from each end
and serve around all strands for 4 to 12 inches.

Regardless of the number of strands you choose, select the nock
size that ﬁts the string properly. Proper ﬁt will allow you to pull the
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CENTER SERVING - The center section, where the
nock of the arrow is placed, is served while the string is
under tension.

The String Jig
Like any job, building a bowstring can be done best
when the proper tools are used. In this case, a good string
jig is required to get the best results. The jig need not be
expensive but it does need to be strong enough to stay in
place while being used. I made my first bowstring while in
the Boy Scouts, using a few nails stuck in a wooden board.
Commercial string jigs will probably do the best job. Look
for a jig that is made of metal, is easy to adjust and is not too
large to store. As mentioned earlier, four posts or pins are
required to build a string. These posts must be stationed the
correct distance apart so that the finished string will be the
desired length. The posts must be movable so they can be
stationed in line as well as in a rectangular formation.

The Serving Process
The serving process consists of three skills that you can
easily learn. These skills, which I name the “start,” the “fill”
and the “whip-end,” are used for any serving you need to
make a bowstring. They are described below:
THE START: Begin between pins 1 and 2. Place the end
of the serving thread between the strands of the bowstring,
about 2 inches from pin 1. Fold the loose serving end toward
pin 2. Now serve toward pin 2 and over top of that loose end
for about 1/2 inch before pulling the end until it is snug.
Trim off any excess and continue serving until you have
1-1/2 inches of serving.
THE FILL: Continue to wrap the serving material
around the bowstring for the desired distance. This could
be the section to wrap completely around the cam or idler
wheel or it may be the length of center serving. I always wrap
on a little extra.
THE WHIP-END FINISH: The whip-end finish of the
serving can be done using only the serving tool if you follow

Tie the beginning serving end to pin 1. Then make the number
of loops you need (10 loops for a 20 strand string) around all four
pins and tie the finish end to pin 2. Double check your strand count
before cutting off the serving thread and be sure to allow several
extra inches.

Here are two quality string jigs by Yellowstone (top) and Cartel.
They both have heavy-duty posts that rotate and adjust for making any length of bowstring.

Begin serving near pin 1 and continue for 2 or more inches toward
pin 2. This will form the loop on one end of the bowstring.
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these steps for the process:
a) Maintain tension on the serving thread while pulling out about 12 inches to form a large loop.
b) Hold the loop at the middle and wrap the serving
tool back to the bowstring, about 3 inches away from where
you last served.
c) Continue serving with the serving tool inside the
large loop you just made. Serve back toward the original
section of serving by wrapping in the same direction around
the string. Wrap 20 to 40 times (1/2 to 1 inch) to create the
auxiliary serving shown below.
d) Now lay the serving tool and several inches of serving thread (I’ll call it the “tail”) along the original portion of
serving, as shown below.
e) Continue wrapping the original portion of serving
by hand, keeping even tension at all times. As you continue
to wrap the original serving, you will wrap over the tail and as
the original serving increases in length, the auxiliary serving
will unwrap until all that remains is the 12 inch extra loop.

f ) Now pull the tail until the 12 inch loop is pulled
through and under the last 1/2 to 1 inch of original lerving.
Pull snug and cut off the tail to finish.

When you need to finish a serving end, pull out enough serving
to make a 10 inch loop. Continue serving around the string in the
same direction as before but inside the loop and back toward the
original serving.

When you have an inch of auxiliary serving inside your loop, then
pull out several inches to form a “tail.” Lay the tail along the bowstring in preparation for the next step.

By hand, return to wrapping the original serving around the
bowstring and the tail. As you do this, the auxiliary serving will
unwrap.
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When the auxiliary serving has been depleted to a loop, pull the
tail. Continue pulling until the entire loop has been eliminated.

BUILDING THE BOWSTRING:
Step One: String Layout
Begin the layout of the bowstring by clamping the string
jig to a tabletop so that it does not move during the string
making procedure. Now, position the four pins of the jig so
they form a straight line and set the distance between the far
left and far right pins to match the length of the string you
wish to make.
At this point, you must remember to make any compensation in length for the stretching of the string after it is
installed on the bow or for the twists you may want to add.
Maybe the jig you have allows the jig pins to bend and pull
closer together as you wrap string around them and you
have to add a little length to the initial setting to compensate.
Here, experience will tell you what to do; I add 1/2 inch to
my jig setup. Keep that in mind as you learn to make strings.
Keep notes of how far apart you set the pins for each string
you make and also of the string’s finished length.
Next, the crossbars containing the jig pins should be
set at right angles to the main beam. This will allow them to
form a rectangle about which the loops of the string may be
laid out.
Begin by fastening the end of the bowstring material
you have chosen to pin 1 as shown on page 96. A clove hitch
knot works well. Now, wrap the first strand around pins 2,
3 and 4 and then back to pin 1 to complete your first loop.
Continue making loops like this until you have the number
you want. Remember, nine loops will fold together to make
an 18 strand string (my example in this case). You may need
a different number of strands for your string or cables, so
proceed accordingly.
When you have completed the number of loops you
desire, tie the end of the last loop to pin 2. Recount the number of strands to be sure you have the correct number. Allow
several inches of extra string before cutting the loose end.

Pull the tail to tighten the serving end and cut off any excess.

Step Two: The End Loop
Maintain the jig pins in their rectangular setting so
you can wrap two inches of serving on either end; that is,
between pins 1 and 2 and between pins 3 and 4. Two inches
are sufficient to make a 3/4 inch loop on a finished string.
Be careful to serve in the middle of each section or, as I do it,
start 2 inches from pin 2 on one end and 2 inches from pin 4
on the other. When you reset the jig for step three, the served
portions will be at exact opposite ends.
The size of the loop depends on the method by which
the string is hooked to the bow. Recurve bow limb-tips
require a bigger 1-1/2 to 2 inch loop. A small loop of 1/2 inch
can be used on strings that attach directly to an anchor pin
on the cam.
The loops and ends of your strings and cables should
be served with a material like the #62XS Braided Serving or
BCY #3-D serving. These materials can take a beating and
stay in place.
Use a good serving tool with tension control to wrap the
serving thread around the 10 strands between two of the end
pins of the jig. The tension should be tight enough so that the
10 strands seem to want to twist around once or twice as the
serving tool is rotated around them. Experience is the best
guide when it comes to tension setting. Keep that in mind
as you make your first few strings. BCY makes the Model 26
server and Bohning and Bear Paw also offer manual serving
tools, among others. Motorized serving tools speed up this
process; I will discuss more of those later.

Step Three: The End Serving
The end serving completes the loop and adds a protective wrap to the last 4 to 12 inches of the string, depending
on how much of the string wraps around the wheel. To do
this, the jig pins must be placed in-line. In fact, only the two
inside pins need to be used to stretch the string.
The 2 inches of loop serving installed on either end
should each be hooked around jig pins and stretched tight
before you lock the jig in position. It’s not only easier but also
better to serve over a tight string. You may also want to add

Continued on page 100
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Product Directory
3Rivers Archery-See page 5, 104, 105-107.
ACU Archery-Ad page 102.
Africa’s Bowhunter-Ad page 100.
America’s Best Bowstrings-See page 103.
AMS-Ad page 111.
Apex Gear-See page 16. Ad page 7.
Archery Talk-See page 122.
Arrow Fix-See page 104, 117, 118-119.
Arrow Precision-See page 17. Ad page 65.
Atsko/Sno-Seal-See page 66.
Axcel-Ad page 73.
Barnett-Ad page 75.
BCY-See page 94, 103. Ad page 51.
Banks Outdoors-See page 8. Ad page 25.
Bear-See page 48-53, 77, 78, 80, 104, 115, 116, 124, 130.
Bearpaw Products-See page 108, 109.
Bee Stinger-See page 72.
Black Eagle-See page 130.
Bohning-See page 106.
Bow International-Ad page 108.
Bowjax-See page 16. Ad page 59.
Bow Trainer-Ad page 101.
Brownell-See page 10. Ad page 97.
Buckeye Cam-See page 38.
Bulldog Targets-Ad page 120.
Bushnell-See page 40, 62-63.
Cajun-Ad page 81.
Can Cooker-See page 124, 130.
Cartel-See page 96.
Carter-See page 22. Ad page 127.
Celestron-See page 130.
CenterShot- See page 123.
Covert-See page 40, 41. Ad page 131.
C.P. Oneida-Ad page 5.
C.W. Erickson’s-See page 24. Ad page 126.
Danner-See page 56, 57.
Day 6 Outdoors-See page 41, 42.
Dead Center Archery-Ad page 128.
Diamond-See page 124, 126.
Easton-See page 72, 124, 125, 130.
Elite-See page 130.
Feather Vision-See page 14. Ad page 106.
First String-Ad page 9.
Flex Fletch-See page 12.
Flying Arrow-See page 12. Ad page 37.
Fin-Finder-See page 25.
FMJ-Ad page 69.
GC Archery-See page 12. Ad page 107.
Genesis-See page 125.
G5- See page 122, 129.
G.Fred Asbell-See page 118.
Gold Ring Bow Cases-See page 125.
Great Northern Bowhunting Co.-See page 104, 119.
Great Northern Quiver Co.-See page 104, 119, 120.
Grim Reaper-See page 128.
Grub’s-See page 63-65.
GSM/Stealth Cam-See page 42.
Hawke Optics-See page 18. Ad page 15.
Heartland-See page 16. Ad page 45.
Hi-Tek-Ad page 8.
Hot Tail-See page 8. Ad page 110.
Hunter Image-See page 104, 120.
Innerloc- See page 11.
Jim Fletcher-See page 22. Ad page 130.
Joel Turner/A&H Archery-See page 104, 120, 121.
Kinsey’s-Ad page 128. Ad page 61.
Kustom King-See page 15, 104, 108-111. Ad page 112.
Lacrosse-See page 54, 55.
Lancaster-See page 111. Ad page 109.
Last Chance Archery-See page 72.
Loc OutdoorZ-Ad page 70.
Lumenok-Ad page 63.
Maple Leaf Press-Ad page 132.
Mathews-See page 10, 124, 129. Ad page 13.

Minox USA-See page 43.
Mission-See pages 10, 77, 82-83, 122, 125, 127.
Moultrie-See page 44.
Muck Boots-See page 60-61.
NAP-See page 18. Ad page 27.
NASP-See page 123,124,125,130. Ad page 85.
Nockturnal-See page 122.
Noggle Stones/Wil Radcliffe-See page 107-108.
Octane-See page 124.
Outer Limit-See page 101.
Outdoor Business Network-Ad page 119.
Outdoor Lines-See page 104, 116, 117.
Outdoor Prostaff-See page 123.
Pape’s-Ad page 33.
Paradox-See page 22. Ad page 67.
Parker-See page 20. Ad page 2-3.
Pine Ridge-See page 24. Ad page 115.
Plano-See page 20. Ad page 17.
Predator Traditional Bows-See page 104, 114, 115.
Pro Line-See page 61-62.
PSE-See page 77, 84, 86.
Quest-See page 77, 88-89.
Rage-See page 123, 129.
Rancho Safari-See page 24. Ad page 125.
Recon-Ad page 103.
Reconyx-See page 4, 34, 35, 45. Ad page 39.
Red Head-See page 55.
Rinehart-See page 72.
Rivers Edge-See page 122.
Ripcord-Ad page 129.
Robinson-See page 22.
Rocky-See page 5, 58-60.
Ross-See page 8, 77, 90-91. Ad page 47.
St. Joe River Bows-See page 104, 114, 116.
Scent Blocker-Ad page 23.
Scent-Lok-See page 14, 66, 67, 123. Ad page 31.
Scrusher-See page 66, 67.
Shadow Hunter-Ad page 41.
Simpson Outdoors-See page 126.
Slick Trick-Ad page 57.
Specialty Archery-See page 12, 101-103. Ad page 71.
SpiderWeb/Featherlite-Ad page135.
Spinrite Cresters-See page 104,116, 118.
Spot Hogg-See page 130.
Spypoint-See page 20, 36, 46. Ad page 43.
Steady Form-See page 126.
Strickland-See page 24. Ad page 124.
Striker Bows-See page 104, 112-114, 128.
TenPoint-See page 18, 125, 128. Ad page 19.
Thermacell-See page 66.
Thunder Valley-Ad page 53.
Tir la Arc-Ad page 113.
Top Hat-See page 106.
Trad Tech-See page 104, 110, 111-114.
Traditional Archery Products-See page 104, 118, 119.
Trigger Tech-See page 126. Ad page 133.
Trophy Ridge-See page 129.
Trueflight-Ad page 114.
True North Arrows-See page 104, 118, 119-120.
Truglo-See page 15. Ad on back cover.
Two Tracks-See page 104, 113, 115.
Under Armor-See page 122.
US Archer-Ad page 117.
Vanetec-Ad page 4.
Vapor Trail-See page 11. Ad page 123.
Victory Archery-See page 8. Ad page 121.
Wicked Ridge-Ad page 21.
Wildgame Innovations-See page 24, 46, 47. Ad page 79.
Win & Win-See page 14. Ad page 29.
Winchester-See page 77, 92-93.
Work Sharp-See page 130.
Yellowstone-See page 96.
Yumi-See page 105.
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Continued from page 98

Braid the two loose thread ends around the bowstring. An inch is
sufficient. Then insert the threads through the strands of the bowstring and cut off the excess, being careful not to cut the bowstring.

20 to 40 twists at this point. I also prefer to braid the loose
ends around the string for a distance of 1 inch.
Using the same serving thread and method as before,
begin serving at the ends of the loop serving. I prefer to overlap about 1/2 inch of the loop serving as an added protection. After some experimenting, you can decide for yourself
which method you like best.
Strings for recurve bows need about 4 inches of end
serving while compound strings need quite a bit more. The

Reen Steenkamp
editor@africanarcher.com

Serve several inches along the bowstring, lift out the loose end
and continue serving. Be sure to serve enough distance to do
more than wrap around the wheel. Then finish as described in
this article.

strings and cables for a compound will wrap around the cam
and require up to 14 inches of end serving. The exact amount
depends upon the eccentric wheel size you are using. Nine
inches work well for a 2.5 inch wheel while a 3 inch cam
needs at least 12 inches.

Step Four: The Center Serving
I recommend installing any new string on the bow
before doing the center serving. If you’re repairing an old
one, then leave it on the bow and fasten the bow in a press
or some type of holding device so you can remove the old,
damaged serving from the string.
I also recommend placing at least 2 inches of serving
above the nocking point. This will prevent the serving from
slipping up the string under the pressure of your fingers or
release aid. Eight or 9 inches of center serving should be sufficient to protect the string where it may rub an arm or cable
guard. If your customer has lots of fraying on his old string,
below the nocking point, then use more than 9 inches. You
may have to remove the cable guard to do this.
You may want to start serving near a lower-mounted
cable guard and serve up the string until you get three
inches above the nocking point. This method doesn’t require
removing the cable guard unless you want to serve lower

Place the beginning loose serving end through the strands of the
bowstring. Lay the loose end along the string and serve over top
of it for the entire length of the center serving.
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serving. If it’s too tight, then pull the loose end out of the
way, serve another half-inch and retest the nock. If it’s still
too tight, then reduce the diameter of the serving material
and start over. I find that the .021 inch serving fits best for me
but you should test for yourself to be sure.
Continue serving down the string for the desired distance and finish the end of the center serving using the
method described earlier. Be careful when cutting the
loose end of serving; you don’t want to damage what you
just installed.

The Specialty Archery Super Server

You can buy the Moto serving tool from Outer Limit Archery,
shown above, to speed up the process. It retails for $134.99 and is
powered by a rechargeable drill.

down the bowstring than that.
According to BCY sales, most archers prefer the .025
inch #62XS Braided serving. The second most popular
choice is the .021 inch serving and third is the .018 inch. #62
Braid is a blend of polyester and Spectra.
Before starting the serving process, spread the string at
least 4 inches from the cables to allow space for the serving
tool to rotate around the bowstring. I use two 4 inch pieces
of arrow shaft with grooved knobs on both ends.
Next, place the end of the serving thread between the
strands of the bowstring, about 3 inches above the nocking point, allowing a loose end to lay downward along the
string. Serve down the string and over top of that loose end
for about 1/4 inch before pulling the end until it is snug.
Continue serving until you have 1 to 1-1/2 inches of serving
over the loose end.
Test for nock fit before completing the entire center

I was able to stop by the Specialty Archery booth at
the Nashville ATA Show in January. In fact, I stopped by
several times to see the new products but manager Michael
Anderson was always so busy with clients that I had to
schedule a phone interview with him after the show. I did get
some great pictures of Specialty Archery’s bowstring making
machine, which caught my eye. Here’s what I learned.
Larry Wise (LW): Specialty Archery is known for scopes,
lenses, peeps and arrow rests, among other products, so why
did you decide to build a string making machine?
Michael Anderson (MA): We created this machine out
of the need we saw for an affordable string machine that
would be suitable for pro shops and smaller builders. There
is nothing like it on the building market at this price point.
We thought it would be attractive to these specific target customers.
LW: What are
the major components to your
string machine?
MA: Our string
making machine
consists of a fixed
motor assembly
and a movable

PREPARE

for the hunt.

•
•
•
•

Above, Mike Anderson, Specialty Archery general manager, shows a dealer how the
SS-600 string building tool operates. The motorized unit can be controlled by the handheld controller to spin the bowstring while the serving is applied.

Improve Accuracy
Increase Strength
Improve Form
Increase Stamina

BowTrainer.com
866-701-8867
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As you can see, the remote controller is used to control the spin
direction, speed and number of revolutions. This gives the user
direct control over the length of serving being installed. What
a time saver, if you have lots of strings and cables to make and
consistency is your priority! With a precision scale attached to
your unistrut, you can also add or subtract a few twists to get the
finished string to just the length you want it.

The air cylinder attached to the Super Server 600 bowstring
server places the desired amount of tension on the string as it is
being served. However, if you’d like to be able to sell pre-stretched
strings, it makes sense to buy some of these Quick Stretch 350s.
They are also air-powered and by using them to hold the finished
strings under tension for a period, you are not tying up the more
expensive SS-600. They are sold as individual units and you’ll need
the manifold accessory from Specialty Archery to route air to a
series of the units, as shown here.

LW: Do you suggest a specific method and steps for
building strings and cables?
MA: Rather than suggesting a specific string building set
of parameters, we leave that up to the customer. In general,
the steps are the string lay-up, serving end loops, twisting
the string and serving the string. We tell people that our
machine is like a bow press in that it comes with instructions
on its operation but not on how to tune your bow. The steps
are up to the customer.
LW: Can you tell our readers how long it takes to make
a string/cable set?
MA: A one cam set takes less time, since there are only
two pieces to make: a string and one cable. A two cam
bow tends to take longer, as there are three pieces: a string
and two cables. Some models have as
many as five pieces to complete the set.
Basically, it takes between 45 minutes
and an hour to complete the entire set,
maybe longer for some bow models.
LW: How was your new machine
received since you started making it and
then this winter at the ATA Show?
Aluminum ACU Loks come in Black, Blue,
Molded Econo ACU Loks protect for a
MA: I have been pleasantly surGreen, Red, Orange, Pink and Lost Camo.
budget price. Useful for archery
programs, protecting bows when the
programs
prised
at the success of our string build• Key operated locks.
instructors are absent. Pro Shop owners
• All aluminum construction.
ing
equipment.
Initially, since it was a
find it a great way to protect their bows
• Teflon impregnated anodizing.
on the show room floor for a minimal
diff
erent
product
than Specialty Archery
• Laser engraved.
cost. Econo ACU Loks cut down on dry
Pink $31.99
was known for, I was not sure we would
fires and the risk of damage and injury.
MSRP $29.99 Lost Camo $36.99
be taken seriously in the building marPink $11.99
MSRP $10.99
ketplace. We were trying to keep the
machine at a cost where the average
Works great on crossbows
shop or smaller builder could afford it
and the simplicity of use and overall
dependability has won over a few of the
bigger builders. That’s a big selling point
Locks cables to strings
for us. It’s like one of our customers said:
Patent # US8266933
Patent # US8347664
260-563-6097 acuarchery.com
“It is easier to use than a cell phone!”

motor assembly, which also has the air tensioner/cylinder
attached. The movable motor assembly is the part that
moves up and down the length of unistrut to allow for the
different lengths of bowstrings/cables.
LW: This machine looks more complicated than the
simple four post jig I have at home. What other accessories
come with it?
MA: The SS-600 also includes the power supply box and
the remote display controller box. Lastly, it includes cables,
wiring harnesses and a tape measure. It does not include the
air compressor or air regulator. Specialty also has our Quick
Stretch 350, a Manifold Kit and a Bobbin Attachment for
those who want it.
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shipping and quality control. The system operates on a three
day lead time for orders.
I asked Mullet about ABB’s quality control procedure.
He responded by saying, “That is how we built our business
and we take great care in keeping string quality at its highest
level. To test our quality, I built my own testing/measuring machine, so we know for sure that our strings meet the
ASTM standards at 100 pounds tension. Our strings are
measured using digital technology; there’s no guessing or
estimating our string lengths.”
Some of ABB’s bigger clients include PSE, Darton,
Struthers, Obsession, TenPoint, Scorpyd and Limbsaver. It
also handles hundreds of smaller clients, including individual orders from bowhunters, to make up the over 150,000
pieces that it makes each year.
The DVD “Bowstring and Cable Making” is available from BCY
through its website. The copy shown above is the second version I
received for review from the videographer, Hayman Productions.
The final copies don’t have my handwritten notes on them.

LW: Lastly, Michael, what is the price point Specialty is
trying to hit with this machine?
MA: We set out to hit the $2,400 to $3,000 price range.
The basic machine is at the low end of that and the complete
package is around the upper end, so we are pleased with
our efforts.

The Commercial Bowstring Maker:
At the ATA Show, it was my pleasure to take part in
a poster signing at the America’s Best Bowstrings booth.
Following that, I was able to talk with Jerry Mullet, ABB
founder and owner. As you probably know, ABB is one of the
largest string makers in the country.
ABB employs nearly 40 craftsmen and office staff, who
build about 225 sets of string/cable systems daily. That
means the craftsmen build over 600 pieces per day in the
production area while the office staff handles the orders,

Conclusion
Bowstrings are important; we can’t shoot without them.
Using the best and most appropriate materials will enable
you to build or buy a string set that will perform consistently
for years.
Regardless, bowstrings can still be cut by sharp objects.
Objects like a pruning saw...but that’s a story I don’t want to
talk about. Take care of your bowstring and it will take care of
you and send your arrows accurately to your intended target.
And if you make or sell high quality strings, your customers
will keep coming back for more.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased on his website at www.larrywise.com or through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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